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Monte Carlo =
Any calculation using random numbers

at least we always get some answer

Primary:  physics simulation
estimate background (known physics) contributions

which could look like new physics
estimate signal (new physics) efficiency

fraction visible in detector

Secondary: statistics simulations
Calculate a significance
Calculate a property, 

e.g. some integral with no closed form
Uncertainty of a derived quantity
Upper limit

Evaluate performance of a technique 
coverage; expected limit

Nancy seems to be 
have calculated the odds well

“T
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Physics Simulation Parts
1. Event Generator

Produce events from specific physics processes
preferably un-weighted sampling from theoretical distributions

Event: set of elementary particles produced
could be hundreds in one event

2. Detector Simulation
Ideally, write simulated digitized data in real detector format
Physical interactions of each particle with detector
Detector model: 

geometry, materials of sensitive regions or “inert” parts
production of secondary particles (up to millions)

Model detection behavior of sensitive regions of detector
efficiency: usually measured with data

Model response of electronics to sensitive region signals
Model detector calibration 

position, energy measurement uncertainties, temporal variation
Model confounding effects not due to the physics event

other physics interactions happening simultaneously
cosmic ray interactions

That is: efficiency and measurement uncertainties (stat, systematic)
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A real event July 15, 2006

Lots of hits    
to simulate!
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Poisson: why we insist

Each event is independent of the next

Quantum Mechanics: satisfy the 
assumptions for Poisson process
(rare, independent)

However, event selection sometimes can misinterpret two 
independent events with one single more-complex event
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Physics Simulation: (Event) Generators
1. Production of fundamental particles: 

leptons, quarks, gluons, …
approximately distribute according to 

approximate theoretical distributions from “Feynman diagrams”
complex angular and energy correlations

2.Hadronization
Coupled decay of the unobservable fundamental particles

into ordinary elementary particles (“jets” of “stable” hadrons)

Adjustable parameters have been “tuned” empirically
to match previous data
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There Are Competing Models
Different ways to approximate what’s known

Imperfect: MC generators miss some Quantum Correlations

Different input Parton Distribution Functions (PDF !)
fits to data about longitudinal momentum of quarks, gluons in protons

Still, they are reasonably accurate (~ 10%)
distributions span many orders of magnitude

Differences among generators are part of our 
systematic errors
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Feynman DiagramsFeynman Diagrams
part of W+2jHere: production of a gluon + a WW Boson 

from a quark-quark collision.  
The gluon decays into 2 quarks, which will 

turn into jets of elementary particles, 
largely pions π+ π- π0 (hadronization).

The W Boson decays into an electronelectron and a 
(probably  invisible) neutrinoneutrino

The simulation picks momenta for the initial 
quarks from a PDF, and momenta and 
angles of the gluon and W according to 
a “matrix element” physics distribution.  
Similarly, physics governs the final 
decays.

At each step, various conservation laws are 
enforced (e.g. no change in Σ charge)

dini

dini

dini

dini

e−

νe

W−

d1d2
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An Event Generator Takes some Effort

~ 100K lines code
Fortran 77 or 

C++

~ 10 authors (theorists)

years to develop

year
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Kinematics: particle observables
p = {px, py, pz}   or   {pT, θ, ϕ}   or   p = |p|

pT momentum ⊥ to beam = √(px
2+ py

2)  
(high pT is a rare violent collision)

tan θ = pz / pT η = Ln(tan θ/2)  (“rapidity”)
Jets: combinations of clustered particles 

attempt to reconstructed quark or gluon HT = Σ |pT|

2 or more particles (or jets):
pT important since Σ pT = 0 imbalance is Missing ET (ET PT MET) 

some particles may not register in detector
longitudinal momentum usually unconstrained 

η important since Δη ~ invariant (under Lorentz transformations)

Many combinations of p1, p2 could be useful        more with n particles
Δ ϕ12   invariant
m12= √ [ (p1+p2)2 – (p1+p2)2 ] invariant

sometimes expect a sharp peak, sometimes broader…
Masses are subject to combinatoric backgrounds

many candidates to try as p1, p2

pT

p

z

/ /
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Event Generators are checked Event Generators are checked 
against dataagainst data
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Many Many manymany distributions are checkeddistributions are checked……
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What are What are ““Cross SectionsCross Sections””??
Intuition:

balloons on a dart board at a fair
probability of dart hitting balloon   (dart: incident particle)

area (cross section) of balloons
× balloons / area          (balloon: target particle)

Rate = cross section x Intensity of beam (luminosity)
so cross section proportional to probability

calculable intrinsic property of type of particle interaction
Use: N = L ϭ ε

N = number of events
L = integrated luminosity (exposure)  

correct for deadtime: L = Ltot × (1-dead 
fraction)

ϭ = cross section        another notational 
nuisance

sometimes: ϭ × BR
cross section x branching ratio

ε = efficiency of detection
Differential cross section: dx

dσ

×
××
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How Detector Simulations are done
Geant4 is standard framework

detector description package
physics of particle interactions with materials

10 X source code of an event generator   1M 
lines
International effort ~100 authors, 10 HEP labs

Used in medical (detectors, cancer treatment) and space physics
Substantial physics model verification effort

comparisons with experiment, other codes; lots of 1-D plots
Detector description: ~ 100K lines code

for each experiment
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How Long does it take?
About 1 minute per event

2GHz Opteron

1-3% in event generator
90-95% in detector simulation
5% in analysis/reconstruction (~5 sec/event)

note: real data 50/sec
250 node farm to keep up with reconstruction

Need ~ 105-106 MC events 
Few standard model events fake new physics

months on substantial processor farm

Need very long cycle random number generators
232 ~ 109   is not nearly enough
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Sometimes we can speed up detector simulationSometimes we can speed up detector simulation

Model, not directly simulate, 1-particle resolution distribution:
prob(xmeasured | ytrue)

parameterize detector and reconstruction in one step
as function of energy, location in detector 

typically need non-Gaussian tails

Speedups of  x 10-100
But: approximate (miss correlations, details)

substantial effort to tune and certify

Worrisome if:
backgrounds due to resolution tails of detector effects
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Background Estimation

Run Monte Carlo for specific physics processes
can’t always run as much as we should

ones which fake new physics can be rare, 10-5

few pass the selection criteria    (“cuts”)

Or, scale from auxiliary data samples
“tails” of very common processes

occasionally, bootstrap-like calculations
“mixing” parts of separate events
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Partial list of backgrounds generatedPartial list of backgrounds generated
one analysisone analysis……

Process pT events ϭ

We try to share MC across analyses
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What are “Cuts”?
Conditions which select a subset of the data

jet PT > 100 GeV (GeV is an energy unit)
Reduce data volume   

so we can afford to store or process
so it fits on my disk

Concentrate on where signal/background favorable
or regions previously explored (with less data)

Remove regions hard to simulate accurately
reduce systematic errors

want background not dominated by instrumental effects

Optimize statistical significance, say <s>/ √<b>

oops…we say <x> for E[x]
Blame Dirac Quantum Mechanics notation for matrix elements

< a | Operator | b >
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Examples of cuts in an analysisExamples of cuts in an analysis
full sample ~ 109 events

Jet quality

Coarse selection}
Optimized 
analysis cuts
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What is           Triggering?What is           Triggering?
Collections of cuts applied before data is recorded

events occur at 106/s; we can record 102/s, so which are interesting?
often implemented in specialized hardware—electronic “exposure button”

analogy to “triggering” an oscilloscope to record a trace
only one chance for this event—so cuts usually conservative

May use hundreds of trigger conditions  (encoded as tag bits on event)
a single analysis uses groups of them

one for each related channel 
Z→ pairs of electrons, or mu, or tau particles (3 channels)

related triggers for cross checks of analyses
different analyses look for distinct final states

Examples:
3 jets > 25 GeV
electron > 20, another e > 5, missing ET > 10
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Estimating Signal Efficiency
Use physics generator for predicted new processes

predicted but undiscovered (possibly nonexistent!)
less verified than standard model

but OK for discovery typically
efficiency = probability it passes cuts  (few %)

Often model has unknown parameters    (e.g. masses)
Need ~ 104 events per parameter setting

Calculate efficiency of few % with reasonably accurately

Samples also used to determine/optimize cuts
Thou shalt determine thy cuts on simulation, not data!
Larger samples to train complex signal/background discriminants 
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A page 
from a 
typical talk
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Physicists: share code at      phystat.org
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““ToyToy”” MC for statistical methodsMC for statistical methods
“Toy” because simpler (and faster) than full MC simulation

Examples:
Pr(Δχ2 > 7.5) for adding fit to a normal distribution to a smooth background: 

smoothly in falling e-x spectrum with 300 events 
plus, in data, a bump

Pr(k > 10) observed events if the background mean is 5.3, but known to 30%

same, but with NN discriminant > 0.65
retrained with “similar” training samples?

Have to choose relevant ensemble correctly!
what to hold constant?  e-1.0 x?  1000 events? <1000>?
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